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CHICAGO, ILL., MAY 1,1879. 
Editorial. 
WHAT IS MORALITY? 
r[HIS question has been presented to us so frequently of late 
that we are i~Plelled to give a slic~ of our mind upon tl:le 
subject. 
The essence of morality is sincerity, truthfulness of word, and 
honesty of action. The essence of immorality is falsehood . The 
most immoral wretch in the world is a liar, and the next to him 
a spy or a tattler. 
Bearing ,this in mind, teachers will- have a clear and simple 
chart of moral conduct for the guidance of their pupils. The 
child's expression, "telling tales out of school," states the es-
sence of immorality. By acknowledging a blunder or avowing 
ignorance upon an unknown point, the teacher practices a high 
order of morafity and leaves a moral impress upon his pupils 
that will be ineffaceable. By baffling, or bamboozling, or double-
de~ling of any kind, the foundations of moral character are 
sapped in those over whoJ;Il the teacher has influence. ' 
Applying this principle to' politics, the same effect is observed. 
It is the intrigue and Chicanery' of party managers' that have 
made the standard of commercial and political honor so low. 
It is the sanctimonious embezzlers, 'the pious defaulters, the im-
pure shepherds of susceptible flocks, that undermine the morals 
of a people. It is not in the act so much as in the method of the 
act that the moral principle lies. Anything done above board 
is essentially moral. ,If good, it is exemplary; if bad, it is a 
warning. It is sneaking and "putting up jobs" that degrade 
human nature, by making it lose confidence in itself. Henry 
VIII. was grandly wicked but not immoral. Napoleon was un-
scrupulously ambitious but not immoral. Chandler swears and 
Grant drinks, but no one thinks them immoral. Solomon was 
surely not immoral, and Da.vid was a man after God's own heart. 
Applying this principle to school management, the same rule 
should be observed. Things should be done on the square, with-
out trickery, juggling, or intrigue. The plots and counter.plots 
of'school districts are the most immoral and demoralizing ele~ 
ments in them. The director who employs "his sisters and his 
cousins and his aunts" to intimidate this teacher and put up a job 
for that one is the most immoral wretch in the community, and 
no high tone of integrity can be secured till he is stamped out. 
The superintendent who avails himself of such means to accom-
plish his ends is a monst~r of immoral and pernicious hifluences. 
Expediency is a good rule; but honesty is a better. Insin~erfty 
does not pay in the long run. Crafty men always entrap them-
selves, and it is often a good plan for the victim of a plot to, step 
into the trap set for him, to discover who is intending to pull it, 
and then turn on the cowardly tricksters with the magnificent 
vengeance of blind but honest Sampson. 
MOORE'S MALIGNER. 
AN illiterate literary hoo~lum in the Chicago Times is wr.it-ing down the memory of Tom Moore, in anticipation of 
the approaching centennial 'of that poet's birthday. The, arti· 
cles bear internal, not to say infernal, evidence of being groiind 
out by a catch-penny, make-shift scribbler of Irish extraction. 
Cromwell well said, "Put one Irishman on the spit and you will 
get another to tllrn him." But what can be the animus of at-
tacking a genial, witty little Irishman that has been dead sin<;:e 
1852, is one of those mysteries which nothing but the disjointed 
make-up of the Times could explain. One alleged reasan is that 
he was not a good Catholic; and .for this he is abused in the 
Times. Another that he was not a patriotic Irishman; and for 
this his memory is assailed in the Times, which so dearly loves 
the Irish I He was fond of wine; and for this he is abused by a 
writer on the Times! ' 
It is true, Moore had not religion enough to spoil his poetry j 
but he had a genuine contempt for cant, credulity, and hyproc-
risy in every quarter, which he crystallized in the following strain : 
"And ye, believ,ers of incredible creeds, 
Whose faith enshrines the monsters which it breeds ; 
Who, bolder e'en than Nimrod, seek to rise 
. On nonsense heaped on nonsense to the skies; 
Ye, shall have miracles, and good ones too, 
Heard, seen, attested, everything-but true." 
Moore was not, a blatant demagogue, possessing that spe(::ies 
of patriotism ~hich Johnson 'characterizes as "the last ref-
uge of a scoundrel;" but ,he loved his native country, ahd 
th~t love insp,ired the best of his p'oems. He. "Sung of Ireland, 
"The &tranger sball hear thy lament on his plains; 
The sigh of thy barp shall be sent o'er the deep, 
'Till thy masters,themselves as they rivet thy chains 
Shall pause at the song of their captive and weep. " 
The three articles already published in the TImes are' a rag- . 
, bag of tattered fallacies and impertinences, and the writer is 
simply a contemptible nuisance. The most that the 'world 
knows of the literature of Ireland is the ~ong of 'Fool Maore, 
and this fact alQne should entitle him to hearty treltment at th 
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hands of all Irishmen. Moore was a brilliant and industrious 
writer, and if not a commanding genius, at least a powerful ar-
tist, and as such his centenary should be celebrated by people of 
decency and literary taste. 
Another mortal offense in the eyes of this American (?) writer 
on the Times: Moore cracked'a joke about President Jefferson's 
CQnnemara stockings. But just remember how Dickens made re-
turn for American..hospitality, and yet how the Americans idol-
ized him afterward. Bosh for this contemptible writer ori the 
flatulent, ungainly '.limes. 
, In the order of regular sales, the works of Moore rank third 
among the British poets. Is there any danger that the sale wiII 
cease now that the Times proclaims him a bad Catholic, an un-
patriotic Irishman, and a harsh critic of the state of American 
society and politics in President Jefferson's time? 
THE COMPULSORY EDUCATION MOVEMENT. 
M' R. WENTWORTH'S Compulsory Education bilI, which has just passed the Illinois House of Representatives, is a step 
in the right direction. The biII provides that every child in the 
stat.e of Illinois bet)Veen eight and fourteen years of age shall be 
simt to school for at least twelve weeks in each school year. 
Any parent or guardian failing to 'comply with this law shall be 
liable to a fine of not less than S5 nor more than $10. The fine 
is to be collected by any director or by the president of any local 
school board, before any justice of the peace in the township. 
Any director, als~, is liable to a fine, if he neglects te prosecute 
within ten days after receiving written notice of violation of the 
law. Any person who employs a child under fourteen years of 
age, without a certificate from the teacher, or the clerk, or the 
president of the local school board, showing that the law has 
been complie!i with, is liable to a fine ot not ie~s than $20, nor 
more than $50. 
H the law remains a dead letter,. however, as in some other 
states where such laws have passed, the time spent by our legisla-
tors over the biII is only so much time wasted. A law that is not 
enforced is worse than no law at all. In England they have a 
cotiipulsory law that is enforced in various ways. The teache~s 
are held responsible for the attendance of the children at school, 
and they send the elder pupils to look up absent ones. If these 
fail to bring back the children, the superintendents and, in Lon-
don, four hundred visitors begin the task. The 'visitors collect 
information respecting the truants, and the ,school board then 
issues a "caution" to the parents; then, if this is not ,sufficient, 
the parents are summoned before divisional committ«:es, and if 
it is deemed necesSary a 'fine is imposed. 
sory law, but will do better to see that it is enforced, for a peo-
ple properly educated will be a people capable of self·govern-
ment, and comparatively free from crime. But these really bad 
children would spoil any school, and tend to demoralize the bet- . 
ter class of scholars, it allowed or c'ompelled to attend school . 
with them. For the confirmed truants, and the children 'from 
the criminal classes, ,ruant schools· should be provided, 
In London they have "training ships" which are moored off 
the coast; certainly this must be a very effective way of .keep-
ing the children within bounds. Then, too, they have a truant 
school at Hamerton, where the truant receives constitutional 
treatment, and also several industrial schools. If the American 
peoPle will only wake up to the fact that "prevention is better 
than cure," they will see to it that more money is spent on e...du: 
cation and less on prisons and the punishment of crime in va-
rio us 'forms. While it is not possible that e':ery child shall be-
come a fine scholar, and perhaps not'desirable, it is possible to 
have every child that is not idiotic learh at least to read and 
write, and become a useful and intelligent member of society. 
When this has been attained, the next generation will not wit-
ness the farce that is yearly enacted at the polls, and their sena-
tors will not be a disgrace to the nation. 
We believe, too, that this law, if rightly enforced, will tend to 
dispel the notion that education always points toward the pro-
fessions, that in fact if a person is educated he must necessarily 
thereafter live by the toil of the brain, rather than the skill of the 
hand. When the common people have attained- a broader view 
of education, it will be easier for them to see the good results 
which follow it, e.ven if, as is generally said, it is put to no prac-
tical use. We are inclined to believe that that word practical 
does )\ great deal of harm in these days. It is creating a demand 
Jor rea!Iy-made work that in turn puts a premium upon lazines~. 
In this country, where there is an. abundance of land, these 
truant schools might partake of the nature of agricultural 
schools. At least they might be established outside the large 
cities where it would be easier to keep the children from outside ' 
influences, which would tend to counteract any good influences 
of discipline and instruction, and where an abundance of good 
air, healthful, active, and interesting employment" would help 
cultivate an interest in the active pursuits of life, and teach them 
the pleasures of industry as well as knowledge. It the children 
of the criminal classes could be taken charge of by the state at an 
early age, it would not tak~ the energies of more than one gen-
eration to practically root out professional thieves, tramps, and 
beggars; an impetus would be given toward a knowledge of 
good trad'e~, the cultivation of our wild lands, and a good 'foot-
hold would be established for a thoroughly independent and free 
people. 
CHURCH AND STATE. 
The London board find it necessary t,o have special arrange-
ments. for their work, as all kinds of obstacles are met with. 
Large cities in this country wi'U need some special plan if the 
law is carried, into effect; a;d some' s~cial aids will pro,bably THE Rev. Dr. Rhea, of the First M. E , Chlrch; Dav'enport; 
be devised, if the people of the state are in earnest in the matter. Iowa, recently preached an ' interestin( sermon on "The 
In small towns and in tqe country it will be comparatiyely easy Relation of our Public Schools to the Church and State." This 
to enforce the law; but in large cities ' where many children able and le~ding Methodist divine argued stroIfgly agains't re-
come from among the, ignorant and depraved classes, and all ·ligio\ls instruction by the state. He d~fined the state, its auties-
kinds of unhappy influences are thrown around them, they will and functions, and gave a history of the causes which led to a 
not only have to be educated but reclaimed. It is only necessary total divorcement of church and state in the constitution. The 
to walk through the streets of any large city to see children who state his its legitimate duty; to provide th€' children of a com-
are literally uncared for, little waifs of humanity that are grow- ; monwealth with a common scho'ol education. Our schools should 
ing up to fill our jails and states prisons, and to bring sorrow and be fos,tered by all as state schools, leaving religious teachings to 
suffering into ' the world. The state does well to pass a compul- ' the firesi'de, the Sun,day school, and the church. The Bible 
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could not and should not be used, recognized, or even read 
without comment in the schools, as a book of divine authority, 
not even as a basis of morality. 
To so employ it would be the inculcation of a religion by the 
state. Neither can the state assume to-say what books on mor-
ality shall be used in the schools; it cannot sanction the use of 
the Bible for any purpose without establishing a religion. The 
differences between the Protestant and Catholic churches 
can be 'reconciled only by those denominations allowing the state 
to perform its legitimate and simple duty of providing the chil-
dren with 'a common school education. All that the churches 
can justly demand of the school, is non-interferenc~ with their 
own teachings and tenets. The state should en'dorse no religion, 
even indirectly, but protect all alike within certain limits. Sec-
tarian meddling with the 'state institutions should not be tolera~­
ed. Religious teachings in the schools can 'result only in their 
disruption. The state assumes the right to instruct in morality 
because that tends to make the people better citizens. It is the 
duty and prerogative of the state to see that its members are given 
a common school and moral education, not upon the authority of 
the Bible, but upon general principles, for morality and enlight-
enment must ever be the basis upon which we rest for our na-
tional existence. 'The state may require moral conduct of its 
. citize'ns, and should therefor~ instruct them in youth, in morals, 
but the morals that should be simply those cardinal principles of 
morality which all recognize as right and about which there is no 
dispute. Even then the teacher who is the agent of the state 
has not the right to enforce his instructions by reference to the 
Bible, or base his admonitions upon any expression or doctrine 
of the Bible. This is a Christian nation. To the query, whether 
therefore Christian principles should not be inculcated in the 
schools, Dr. Rhea answered .unequivocally no: . The nation is 
a Christian nation simply because tlie Christian faith predomi-
nated, nothing more. 
These views, cursorily given, were presented iIi a convincing 
ma~ner. There can be no such thing as a public school system 
for all classes and sects, and for all the people, without a rigid 
adherence to that hst rule of action, an entire separation of 
church and state. * * * 
A PLEA FOR THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 
PRIN: B. M. REYNOLDS, Northfield, Minn. 
WE yield to none in our earnestness for the efficient manage-ment ·of our primary and rural district schools. If they are 
thoroughly taught and wisely administered, high schools will 
follow from them as naturally as night follows day. 
We believe that city superintendents should give their most 
careful attention to their primary and intermediate grades. 
They should allow nothing to interfere with the accomplishment 
of the definite aim with which they are organized and maintained. 
Every principal of a graded school should carefully watch his 
·primary grades, see that the proper amount of work is done, of 
the right kind, and in the right order. These superintendents 
and principals should proteSt against any but the best teachers 
in these grades. 
In the Northwest we think that the.se schools of which we are 
speaking do not receive the attention and care th~t their impor-
tance demands. They are supported on a stinted allowance; 
they are in many cases in crowded and unhealthy rooms; they 
lack apparatus and books of reference; many of them are badly 
classed ; many of them are· in charge of teachers unfitted for 
their work ; and the rural districts are badly supervised. No 
man of good business talents, acting upon sound business prin-
ciples, would conduct any enterprise requiring an outlay of 
money in any such manner as these schools are conducted; and 
because adequate results are not produced, the fault is charged 
home on the teachers instead of being charged to the system. A 
grand reformation is very much needed in the management of 
these schools in order that they may be rendered able in some 
measure to meet the wants of the community, and give "a good, 
substantial education." These are the schools in which half the 
nation get all the school training they ever receive. 
All opponents to high schools, so far as we know, avow their 
friendship to ~rimary and district schools. They declare their 
desire that all the children may have "a good, substantial edu-
cation that shall fit t!rem to discharge their duties as citizens." 
Such is the published language of Goverl1or Robinson, of New 
York; whose opposition to normal and high schools is most ma-
lignant. Now let these opponents of high s!=hools, who are pro-
fessedly so friendly to the3e lower grades of schools, join heart 
and hand in putting more energy and efficiency into them. 
There are plenty of friends of the high schools ready to cooper-
ate earnestly in the good work. We have no fears for the high 
if this work of regeneration shall be honest and thorough. 
Of course "a good, substantial education" cannot be obtained 
in these primary and rural schools, unless they are thoroughly 
organized and wisely managed. They cannot be thoroughly. or. 
ganized without legislative action, and this It'gislative action it 
has been impossible for the friends of primary education to se-
cure, 'and it is a curious fact that the opponents have very gen-
erally included those who are opposed to high schools. The or-
ganization of the rural schools is the Sd.me that it has been for 
the last hundred years, and the only objection to a ' change 
of which we are aware is the fear of a little additional expense. 
But if "a good, substantial education" is provided for all the 
children of the country, there must be a corresponding e~pense ; 
and the expense must be enough to employ all those agencies 
necessary to see that what is expended is expended to the best 
advantage. 
THE MAY MAGAZINES. 
ARTICLES FOR TEACHERS TO READ. 
The North Amenean Review.. 
Notes on Recent Progress in Applied Science. By President 
Morton. 
Lippincott's Magazine. 
Cardinal Richelieu as a Dramatist and Stage-Manager. By Lucy 
H . Hooper. 
The AI/anne Montllly. 
Labor and the Natural Forces. By Charles Carleton Coffin. 
. English Civil Service Reform. By George William Brown. 
The New Dispensation of Monumental Art.' By Henry Van 
Brunt. 
Americanisms, VIII. By Richard Grant White. 
Sed/mer's Monthly . . 
Brazil I. The Metropolis of the Amazons. By Herbert H. 
Smith. 
Richard Henry Dana. By James· Grant Wilson • . 
Oliver Wendell Holmes. By Francis H. 'Underwood. 
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The International Review. 
English and American Painting at Paris in 1878. II. By Philip 
Gilbert Hamerton. 
Army Reorganization. By General Robert Williams, U. S. A. 
'I'lle Popular Sdence Monthly. 
The Origin of Worlds. By Professor Daniel Vaughan. (Illus-
. trated.) 
The Growth of the Will. ' By Professor Alexander Bain, LL. D. 
Clews in Natural History. By Dr. Andrew Wilson. (Illus-
trated.) 
Bodily Conditions as Related to Mental States. By Charles 
Fayette Taylor, M. D. 
Dangers of Darwinism. 
Disease of the Body as a Mental Stimulant. 
The "Autobiography" of Ge'orge Combe. By Eliza A. You-
mans. 
THE REIGN OF PURE LANGUAGE. 
PURE Language, of the Kingdom of the Cultured Few, received a call to mle the English speaking world. Her rule was one day long, and here· 
in is faithfully recorded the story of that day. 
Through long years that had known the dominion of Slang, t~e English 
tongue had grown so corrupt that on this eventful day all who owned it, be· 
ing visited with a spasm of virtuous self-reproach, arose as one man and de· 
clared a revolution. Slang should be banished forever and Pure Language 
should take the vacant throne. 
Now Pure Language had often been called upon to rf;ceive individuals 
who had rebelled lliainst the authority of Slang, and crossed the boundary 
line into her own small kingdom, and she knew how strong WJlS the influence 
of the rival monarch over all wh_o had once been his subjects, and how' very 
many, after a brief struggle, returned to their allegiance. It is not strange, 
then, that she had bllt little confidence in the people over whom she was thus 
suddenly called to rule, and but little faith in the success of the grand reform 
that they had instituted. Nevertheless she resolved to help. them in so far as 
lay in her power, and by a meaDS that should soonest test their earnestness 
of purpose. 
. So she announced that in ex ercise of the authority with which she was in· 
vested to keep Slang out of the kingdom by the use of any means in her pow· 
er, she should' lay upon every tongue a charm that would instantly close the 
lips upon every form in which Slang had ever appeared. 
Loud was the rejoicing at this; loud, not long, for the charm was soon laid, 
and then, 0 then! What sights! What sounds! In peaceful homes, on' 
crowded streets, in marts of trade, in fashious' haunts, on highways and in 
byways, the ominous click was heard and the souud of snapping jaws became 
a m'9'mur in the land; while the amputated syllablea, disconnected and frag. 
mentary sentences resulting, caused such confusion as had not been known 
upon earth since the mornin~ at Babel when the labours on the tower struck 
for a common langua~e. . 
And Pure Language looked calmly on; she knew that the remedy, if per. 
sistently applied, would work a perfect cure, but more and still more she 
doubted the earnestness of the reformers. 
But though loud and bitter complaints were heard upon the streets, no 
sounds of remonstrance reached the palace until after the be~nning of the 
D:loming .session of the schools. Soon after the opening exercises in these 
there were seen wending their various ways towards the palace scores of men, 
each man clasping in his arms a ponderous volume known to days of Slang as 
"Webster's Primer." 
Demanding audience, eacb laid his book open before the monarch, and 
eacb book sbowed a different page, tbougb this was tbe common form 'of in· . 
trodnction to the remqnstrance that followed. 
"0, Pure Language, we are not here to complain against the righteousness 
of thy great edict, for well we know its value and loud we praise thy wisdom. 
We come only to prove to you that you mistake in condemning as slan~ cer· 
tain forms in daily use with us, and we believe that you will soon admit the 
j astice of our claim. 
"Now, for instance," urged one teacber, "in order to incite a hesitating pu· 
pll to think and recite more rapidly, I attemp~ed this morning, as usual; to 
coDUliand hu.(to~'fire away' ~and to my ·shame was dumb before him." 
Said another "I found myself in my classroom tongue· tied when I opened 
my mouth to exclaim '0 get out!' to a preposterous statement made in my di· 
vision." "And I," declared a third, " 'flatted out' worse than the 'pan·cake' 
to which I attempted to compare the recitation in mine." 
And so on from all assembled came touching illustrations of the failure of 
pet phrases on this eventful morning. 
"Now, 0 Pure Language!" exclaimed all in chorus, these expressions do 
not belong to Slang, they are only-Look where we point in thy Code of 
Laws!-good strong Saxon and as such may be rightfully employed in thy 
service. 
And now, before Pure Langua~e could reply, came up a deputation from 
the halls of trade, upon their lips this solemn protest,-
"0 Pure Language, the cbarm thou h~st so well and kindly meant is dis. 
arranging all our business relations, and working a fearful loss to commer· 
cial interests. Many of the terms which come under the ban are forms of 
busi.-s speech for which we have no substitutes. Thus one business broth-
er makes to another a proposition to which the latter agrees; he opens his 
mouth to clinch the bargain, when, with the first sound of the decisive 'all 
right,' he is stricken with temporary lockjaw." 
"Not ten minutes ago," said a grocery keeper bitterly, ·"a customer came 
into my store and asked if I could recommend my flour, I tried to tell him 
that it is '0. K.' and was dumb ; then I struggled to inform him that it is 'A. 
No. I.' and nearly perished in the attempt. He then told me thathe could buy 
flour at C. for one dollar ten per sack; I opened my mouth to remark, 'Whoa, 
Emma,' but no sound came; insulted by my continued silence, he bolted out 
and went to my rival across the road, and my only satisfaction was that prob. 
ably he would have no better success there." 
"This morning," broke in a hatchet faced man, "I asked my clerk where 
he was last night that he did not come to tbe store after supper; he answered, 
'At prayer.meeting.' 'See here, young man,' said I, 'that's too th'- snap! 
and the blood started. I had' bitten my tongue and the rascal only laughed." 
"Now,O Pure Language !" came the final protest," these forms of speech· 
though used in times of Slang, do not belong to Slang; they are only as the 
teachers bave said,-and who knows better than they-good strong Saxon 
and we pray thee remit inour case, as in theirs, this ruinous decfee." 
Without wo~d of remonstrance where remonstrance would have been vain, 
Pure Language yielded and hers was a divided rule, for Slang reigned trio 
umphant on school.room platform, on street, and in store. 
And now, in the rising circumflex of fretful treble, an army of the sister-
hood, the loud of voice and coarse of manner, the vapid of speech and weak 
of brain, with some of better class, demanded audience, each with her jaws 
tied up in a pocket handkerchief, and this was their plaint:-
. "0 Pure Language, this is awful, just awful, and we have just broken our 
jaws in many fruitless efforts to tell each other so. Vfe are dying, positively . 
dying because we cannot talk. You behold hearts bursting with language 
which cannot be uttered, for what are we to say of Lutie's hat unless we hill 
her that it is a 'perf~ct love' and describe it to Maud as a 'fright.' What is 
Charles Augustus if he is not a 'duck,' and John Henry if not a 'bear?' 
When Minnie'. photograph shows a complexion like the inside of a Rower bar· 
reI, and hair like the tail of a comet, of course it is 'just splendid,' but if the ' 
freckles on her nose show in the picture and the ring on her first finger does 
not, and if the stupid artist lets it be seen that she squints; if in truth it looks 
just like her, Why! she expects us to say that it is 'horrid,' and we must. So 
all day we have been deprived the privilege of telling each other what was 
in our minds to say, and we caustand it no longer." 
"Now Pure Language,"'said the leader, "this which you condemn in us as 
slang is not slang at all; it is that which is necessary to make our language 
expressive and forcible, it is, as our teachers say, good strong Saxon, and we 
pray. thee to remit this, in our case, 'unjust decree." 
And again without a word Pure Language yielded, and a Babel of "Splen-
did," "Isn't she a dear," and "A'n't it jolly," rose upo~the noontide air. 
And thus, all day, poured in. complaint from every/ grade of society, from 
every profession, and whether the .slang spoken, the pet phrases which none 
wished to renounce, but which all desired to be excused from breaking their 
teeth upon, were in derivation, Greek, Latin, ~nscrit, or good red Choctaw, 
all with one accord declared, with the teachers, that they were good strong 
Saxon, and therefore all should be allowed to use them. 
And as Pure Language held her throne only by consent of the people, 
when nightfall came it found her a discrowned, rejected monarch fleeing from 
the dominions of Slang, and it was "the school·master abroad in the land" 
who had driven her out. M. E. 
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CHELIDONISMA. 
(NOTE. -XeAlo6vt<'pa is " The Swallow Song," an old, popular song of the 
return of the Swallows, which tbe boys of Rbodes went about singing, of 
which the refrain meant, "He has come, has come the swallow I" It is re-
ported by Athenreus about A. D. 200.] 
Hark! Hark to hear 
The burst of cheer 
That brings again the budding year! 
Through air, through earth, 
Resounds the mirth, 
And hills ring with the merry birth; 
The swallow chirps his twittering tone, 
And the Rhodian lads prolong 
With minstrel strain their jocund song,-
'RAil', f)J}e XeAlo,(,v. 
Adown the vales, 
The dingles, dales, 
The breath of melody exhales; 
And happy lanes and proud-poed plains 
Swell out tbe pomp of glad refrains; 
And hark! above the .swallow's tone,-
'HAil', f)J}e XeAlo,(,v. 
Glad chanticleer 
Chants out bis cheer, 
His prean piping to the year; 
The boy's blithe voice 
Makes mirth his choice, 
And all tbe happy hills rejoice; 
Hark! Listen to the swallow's tone,-
'RAil', '()J}e XeAlo,(,v. 
The ea~th's great beart, 
With throb and start 
In universal joy takes part ; 
And clouds that fly 
Athwart the sky 
Couching in fleecy clusters lie; . 
And oh! how sweet the swallow's tone,-
'RAil', 1j')j}e x eAlo,(,v. 
The Spring, the Spring 
Makes Nature sing; 
And life and love are on the wing, 
And lads and lassies caroling; 
Soft in mid-air the swallow's tone,-
On earth,-'RAiI', ~')j}e XeAlo,(,v. 
LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 
-The teaching of sewing in the Boston schools is very successful. Al-
though instruction is given to each girl only twe;> hours in every week, those 
pupils who came into school in September not even knowing how to hold a 
needle are able to hem nicely, and to sew over-seams, at the end of the first 
term. The special teacher prepares the work at home, so that it can be put 
promptly into the hands of the pupils witbout wasting a moment.-Boslo,. 
Traveller. 
-Investigations which Prof. Levi Stockbridge has made at the Amherst 
agriculroral college upon the comparative temperature of soil and air, and the 
deposition of dew upon the earth and plants, have led him to conclusions very 
different from those commonly received in regard to the formation of dew. 
It is usually held that dpw is the moislure of the air condensed through con-
tact with objects of a lower temperature, and that it does not form till radia-
tion has reduced the temper,ature of the earth and other objects below that of 
the atmosphere. The experiments referred to seem to indicate that, as re-
gards objects in the immediate vicinity of the earlh, ·at least, the process is the 
converse of this, viz., that dew is the result of cbndensation by the air of warm 
vapor as it rises from the soil. 
-Those who enjoy satire should send fifteen cents to A. Williams & Co., 
Boston, for a copy of Every Ma1J "is tnlJn Poet.; or The Inspired Singer's 
Recipe Book. It is a reprint from the third English edition, and Satirizes such 
celebrities as Tennyson, Browning, Swinburne, and otbers in true English 
style. . 
-A new volume of the Atlas Series is now ready, forming NO.9 of this dis-
tinguished series of original works by famous authors, and treating of" Higher 
Education" in its various phases. It deals vigorously and emphatically with 
upper schools, universal education, university systems in Europe and Ameri-
ca, the study of the classics, technical school and industrial art education, the 
necessity of reform in university methods of tlaching, and the value of a uni-
versal language for international communication at the Eresent time. These 
several subjects are treated by an equal number of eminent writers; This 
volume is one of extraordinary interest and value to all educat~d men, whether 
graduate or non-graduate, and will be likely to find its way into the hands of 
every educator. It contains 128 pages, and corresponds in fine quality of 
paper, bold type, and paper covers with the preceding numbers of the AII4S 
Strits. Price 50 cents, paper, and $1.25, cloth. A. S. Bames & Co., Pub· 
lisbers. 
- TI .. C"ristian Union for April 16 contains the first of a series of articles 
on French Cookery of To-day, by L. Delmonico. It defines and explains 
what Fre,!ch cookery really is, contrasting it with American, and atTords con-
siderable information in regard to its history and growth, both in its native 
land and in the climes of its adoption, with special reference to its hygienic 
and economic features. ' . 
-The Archbishop of Paris has been apprised, says the Paris UnUm, by the 
new Prefect of the Seine that the resolutions of the Paris Municipality as to 
the substitution of lay for clerical teachers in the elementary schools will soon 
be carried out, arid in two cases the change has already been announced. 
The Union calls on Catholics to open new schools where the children of 
Christian families may escape the tyranny of official and atheistic teaching. 
-Brainard's Musual World announces that beginning with the May num-
ber, it will be publi;hed simultaneously in Cleveland, Chicago, and Cincin-
nati. The "Cbicago Department" will be edited by W. S. B. Mathews, who 
is well known in musical circles. This magazine is valuaLle to anyone in-
terested in music, whether a musician or not. Tbe music it contains is always 
of good character 'and alone worth the price of tbe journal. 
-The ~ay number of the Inlernational RevitW is more than ordinarily 
interesting. Mr. Longfellow and Mrs. Mulock-Craik, the author of "John 
Halifax, Gentleman," contribute, ~nd Mr. Hamerton concludes 'his interesting 
account of the art exhibition at Paris in 1878, dealing this time principally 
with American Artists. Felix O.wald has written al) article on "American 
Autocrats" for the same number of this periodical. 
-A "new edition" of the Combination Almanac Calendar has been pre-
pared, with a patent reversible hinge and suspender, to which the sheets are 
attached, and by which all are suspended. Upon tb,is t{>.e sheets tum easily 
to the back of the Calendar and may be preserved for reference. This re-
versible hinge, by the way, can be applied to any other kind of sheets, as ex-
amination papers, etc., and will be found of good service. A better Almanac· 
Calendar cannot-be found for the teacher'. daily use. It c~n be obtained of 
the Almanac-Calendar Co., Fulton, Cor. Front street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
-An announcement of importance to teachers is made by Lindsay and 
Blacldston, Publi.hers, of a series of American Utall" Primers, edited by 
W. W. Keen, M. D_, Fellow of the College of Pbysicians, Pbiladelphia. It 
is the object of the seric:s "to ditTuse as widely and as cbeaply as possible, 
among all classes, a knowledge of the elementary. facts of Preventiv~ Medi· 
cine, and the bearings and applications of the latest and best researches in 
every branch of Medical and Hygienic Science. Tbey are not intended (save 
incidentally) to assist in curing disease, but to teach people how to take care 
of themselves, the'r children, their pupils, and their employes. The subjects 
selected are of vital and practica:! importance in every-day life. Tbey are 
treated in as popular a style as is consistent with their nature, technical terma 
being avoided as far as practicable. Each volume, if the subject calls for it, 
will be fully illustrated, so that the text may be clearly and readily under-
stood by anyone heretofore entirely ignorant of the structure and functions of 
tbe body. The authors have been selected with great care, and on account of 
special fitness, each for his subject, by reason of its previous careful srody, 
either ' privat~ly or as public teachers." 
-"From Egypt to Palestine," by President Bartlett of Dartmonth Coll~ge, 
is a new publication of the Harpers. It is a volume full of interest to Biblical 
srodents, the line of travel being that supposed to have been talieD by tlie 
Israelites when leaving Egypt for Palestine. 
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Practical Department. 
BUSINESS DAY IN SCHOOL. 
In his platform talks before the Warren County Institute, Dr. 
J. H. French, Principal of Indiana (Pa.) State Normal School, 
resented the matter of a "Business Day" in school. We take 
e following abstract 0' his remarks from the pamphlet report 
of proceedings of the Institute: 
This teaching of buSiness has been tried in some o.f o.ur co.lleges with an 
excellent effect, and if put in practice in eur co.mmo.n scbeo.ls will pro.ve o.f 
great value. There is no. parent o.f o.rdmary intelligeqce but that is glad to. see 
his children making an applicatio.n o.f the knew ledge ;cquired in school. He 
feels as tho.ugh they were getting so.mething which is go.ing to. help them to. 
do. the wo.rk which they will certainly find they must do. so.me time in life. 
Our teaching is too o.ften o.nly the dry bones, lacking muscle, sinew, Iife, and 
blood, which.it needs and which it will acquire if teaching is made practical. 
New, I want yo.u to. begin when yeu enter yo.ur scho.ols this year, and set 
aside ene day in a menth, a fertnight o.r a week, to. devete to. busi.ness. One 
day a week is net too o.ften, altheugh it may be well to. begin, with o.ne day in 
a fo.rtnight, and then after it begins to shew its practical value devete each 
Friday to. this practical werk. 
First suppese we take reading. Say to. yo.ur pupils Thursday evening: "Te-
merro.w yeu may bring Ii Harjtr's Magasine, an Atlantic Monthly, a newspa· 
per o.flOme geed reliable reading matter, and we will see what can be learned 
from something which yeu·may select to read." They will gladly do. this, 
and much will be gained in various directions. One reads news items; an· 
o.ther,lOmethingon natural histo.ry; another, a principle in philosophy, etc. 
etc. During this reading there will be questiens arising which will lead yo.ur 
pupils to. search for informatio.n. Next, take Writing. Teach yo.ur pupils 
how to cerrectly write letters and make them entertaining. Teach them to 
punctuate properly; to. head the letter as it should be headed, and to. proper. 
Iy end it, and let there be no. neglect in the matter of teaching fo.rms o.f notes 
and receipts. There are but few Ichelars who. understand the process of get· 
ting a nete discounted. We need to. have mere such business teaching in 
our schoels. Seme of yeu may net knew the proper fo.rms. If yeu do. net, 
eet seme geed boole.keeping o.r ether authority and stndy until yeu have 
learned the~, then teach it, and when yo.nr pupils go into. the werld they will 
thank yeu fer it. 
Next Friday take Geography. Ask yeur pupils such questiens as these: 
Can I travel from Erie to. St. Louis by water? Can I make this trip by wa 
ter in mere than ene way? Ask them to. load a vessel at Besto.n with such 
articles as are needed in the West Indies. Send a ship up the Amazen with 
commedities that may be needed' in that ceuntry. All these questiens will set 
yo.ur .pupils to thinking; and they in tul11 will eet their jllU"Cnts to thinking 
through seeking their aid, and in this manner yo.u have all interested, and fur-
thermere, yo.u are instructing them in co.mmercial geo.graphy, which they 
need. • 
We will take Grammar nex~. It is a questien hew to. clo.the the dry bo.nes 
o.f this impo.rtant branch o.f study in ftesh and bloon; so.mething o.f this yo.u 
have do.ne in letter-writing. . Spend a sho.rt time in making use o.f inco.rrect 
expressio.ns, and have yo.ur pupils co.rrect them. Let yo.ur pupils give senten-
ces and ethers co.rrect them. Teach them hew to. punctuate and abbreviate. 
The next is Spelling. Suppose yo.u appeint two. o.r three pupils to. bring, 
each five words to be prono.unced by the school. Hew they will look up 
wo.rds to. prono.unce, and what pains the rest will take to. find out hew to. spell 
them I Ano.ther geed plan is to. have to.pical spelling. Take a to.pic and 
have all the wo.rds relating to it written en the beard. I would advise yo.u to. 
syllabicate these words, as, frequently in writing, one i8 unable to. finish a wo.rd 
begun, en the same line, and pnpils should be able to divide the word in the 
proper place. Let the pupils criticise the spelling en the board and the use of 
capital letters. Teach the sounds of letters. ~ 
When Arithmetic day comCl, send your pnpils to. a store to buy certain 
goods, givine them mo.ney and they bringing you the change. Give . lhcem a 
bill of goods to be bought at the nelghborinc stere, payme the merchant in 
heme pro.ductio.n at a certaIn value. Ask yo.ur pupils to find o.uf the dimen-
sio.ns o.f their barns by actual measurement, hew many feet ef .boards it will 
require to cover it; hew much c1apboardine is needed, allo.wing o.n~ third to 
the weather; hew much wi11 it cost to paint it at so much per yard? etc. 
Find o.ut by each pupil how much c:a1JIeIing it takes to carpet their .parlo.r or 
.itting.roo~, having lhem netice that there is a difference in the width ef dif- , 
ferent kinds ef carpets. Send o.ut yeur boys to measure yeur neighber's 
farms. There yeu have a class ef yeung surveyors. They will enjey the dig-
nity o.f their office, and their parents will appreciate the applicatien o.f knewl-
edge gained in the text-books. You can give such examples, such wo.rk as 
yeu think best, so. it is practical. These, remember, are enly given as illus· 
tratio.ns. 
In o.ne state in eur ceuntry Goed BehaVIOr is taught in the scheol. I wish 
it might enter into. the curriculum ef every scheel in o.ur ceuntry. Under 
tbis head sheuld be taught such things as how to. gracefully enter a reem, 
meet with the persen upen whem the pupil is suppesed to. be calling, pass 
the compliments ef the day, and peacefully and pelitely leave the reem, and 
to. intreduce parties in a preper manner, and, also. under this head yeu may 
teach hew to. write netes ef invitatio.n and acceptance. Y o.u will find that 
there is plenty to eccuFY every Friday. Subjects will multiply that yo.u will 
fe-el JlPur pupils must understand in order to. make them fit fer practical werk , 
WHO WANTS SOME YOUNG TEACHERS? 
A Michigan superintendent, in forwarding a few supscriptions 
for the WEEKLY, adds as follows: 
I see by yeur last issue that you have a preference fer young teachers. I 
have a few graduates ef that stamp-delightfully unsephisticated. Co.uld yeu 
refer me to. a schoel board which entertains the same sentiments as yeurself? 
You weuld put the young ladies !lnder lasting o.bligatiens. 
AlIo.w me to. say that the ladies who. subscribe fer yeur paper are not yeung 
and no. handsomer thap they eught to be. Respectfully, 
The editors of the WEEKLY are not cruel. They do not wish 
to see a fellow cr<:ature injured. Hence they will have mercy on 
the writer of the above and conceal his identity. 
"CLEAR AS MUD." 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY says: "Maine has a pro.hibitery Iiquer law, 
and now the free high scheel is abelished in that state. Co.mment is unnec-
essary." 
As the abeve is capable ef a varied interpretatien, will the Editer ef the 
EDUCATIONAL please rise .and explain? What had the prehibitery law to do 
with the abolishment ef the scheel? Was it antagonistic thereto, or was its 
inftuence for geed so mighty as to raise the standard ef educatien to a higher 
level? Did th~ lack o.f intexicating beverages do. away with the necessitY ef 
a free high scheel, or because ef sebriety was such an institutio.n no. lo.nger. re-
quired to. elevate the masses above ignerance? We confess an ability to. ar-
rive at any clear co.nclusien as to. the nature ef the cemment deemed unnec. 
" essary.-Exchange. 
We think " so too. Indeed, "out of the . same mouth cometh 
blessing and cursing.' ! 
INTERESTING TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS. 
To the Editors of the Wukly .-
I wish to. purchase a small let o.f beeks, abeut ten velumes, meat of which 
are advertised in the WEEKLY. 
I. Can I ebtain any beeks wanted threugh yeu? 
2. By preserving my co.pies of the W&EKLY Can I get them substantially 
bound? and at abeut what cest? Gan yeu bind them fer me? 
Give answers in Practical Department ef the WEEKLY. 
CALIFORNIA. 
ANSWERS. 
I. Any boeks or scheel merchandise may be o.rdered through the pub. 
lishers of the WEEKLY, and pains will be taken to. make geed purchas s, 
that all patrons ef the WEEKLY may be satisfacterily accemmedated". . 
2 . The WKEKLY can be bound substantially by anf boek-binder. The 
cost will depend upon the style desired. The best"'ay is to. buy o.f us o.ne 
ef Emersen's Patent Binders to. use threugh the year, and at the end ef the 
year-the numbers will be all preserved and in geed co.nditien. They may 
} hen be kept in that ceqditieDl and ano.ther binder purchased, o.r they may be 
taken o.ut and bound, and the pate ~ t binder used for the next year's numbers. 
If they are to. be bJund "substantially," by a beek-binaer, we reco.mmend 
'the purchase ef o.ne ef the "cases" er cevers which we have manufactured 
exp.ressly fer the WEEKLY, o.f heavy board, clo.th.cevered, and stamped, price , 
7S cents. These can be put en tlie numbers for a full year fer about fifty 
cents, by any boek-binder. If desired, we can get such binding dene in 
Chicago. 
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THAT NEEDED PRONOUN. 
A correspondent inquires familiarly as follows: 
Do you think Prof. John was serious in proposingtholJe absurd syllables for 
the desired pronoun? or was he only making fun of the idea of supplying the 
want? Why, I could go on for an hourmanufacturing neuter or hermaphrodite 
pronouns out of dead roots, but I should not be likely to improve upon the 
"hesh, hIser, hlmer," some time ago offered for 'll:cceptance. Why better to go 
to a foreign tongue for the word sought? The English tongue will answer, I 
gues~. What is there in the precedence of genders that linguists only can un-
ilerstand it and use ke without hesitation where the gender is uncertain? I am 
not a linguist, nor a son of a linguist, but I think I understand the "prece-
dence." I cannot recall the time when I did not understand it. The fact is 
that it is as intelligible as the precedence of "person," or as any principle of 
grammar. It can be taught as easily and as thoroughly; and because thi; is 
so, the want of a new pronoun is not felt to be very, very urgent. When 
what urgency there is amounts to real distress, then of that syntactic agony 
will be born the right word bearing the seal of its ordination. Then-my 
gu~s for it -that word will be found to be of the Anglo-Saxon demonstra. 
tive strain. The stock is not yet dead. "Blood will tell." 
HOW TO KEEP THE LITTLE ONES BUSY. 
To llu Edit.rs of tke Weekly.-
In reply to the request of Mrs. F. W. Case, in a recent number of the 
WEEKLY, I suggest the following as one way among many lor keeping chil 
dren of the primary grade busy in their seats after they have done their work 
in preparation for the next lesson. 
• A short conversational lesson on the rainbow should be given before the 
children can busy themsel.es as I shall suggest. Make of tissue paper, a 
representation of a rainbow, and hang it in the school-room where all the ' 
class can see it. Give to each child a bundle of seven pieces of ribbon, or 
. Itrips of paper, corresponding in color to the colors of the rainbow. Ask 
the children. to arrange them as they are arranged in the bow before 
Ulem. Write the names of the colors in the proper order upon the blackboard, 
a~d let the children copy on their slates. Remove the model bow and ask 
J the pupils to reproduce their work, being guided by the ' arra~gement of the 
names of the colOr> on their slates. Continue this and similar exercises till 
the majority of the class can write the names of the colors and arrange them 
in their order. 
This will furnish employment for very young pupils during fifteen 
of each day for a week. 
====== 
COMPARATIVE GEOGRAPHY. 
Greece is about th~ size of Vermont. 
Palestine is about one-fourth the size of New York. 
Hindostan is more than a hundred times as large as Palestine. 
minutes 
J. O. 
The Great Desert of Africa has nearly the present dimensions of the 
United States. 
The Red Sea would r.each from Washington to Colorado, and it is three 
times as wide as Lake Ontario. 
The English Channel is nearly as large as Lake Superior. 
The Mediterranean, if placed across North America, would make sea nav-
igation from San Diego to Baltimore. 
PROBLEM. 
A ball dro?ped from the top of a tower rebounds 30 feet, and again falls 
and rebounds in the same ratio, until it comes to rest in 10 seconds. Re-
qnired the height of the tower and the distance the ball· has traveled. 
SPAKLAND, April 8, 1879. 
======= 
J. A. HOLMES. 
MORE ON EXAMINI;tW TEACHERS. 
To llu Editors 0/ tlu WeeRly.-
I read with interest the article of Mr. Kirk of Minnesota, on "Examining 
Teachers." He deplores the condition of affairs in his state, which makes it 
possible for the people to elect to the county superintendency a man who can 
neither read nor write,-in other words, a politician wholly incompetent to 
fill the ollice. In this slate (Wisconsin), a similar condition of affairs exists. 
An attempt was made last winter to obviate some of the evils that prevail 
from the fact that the ollice is an elective one. . 
A bill was introduced into the legislature requiring county superintendents 
to pass the examination required lor a teacher" first-grade. certificate. For 
some reason this did not appear among the "bills passed." 
Mr. Kirk has left unnoticed one important point in respect to which ap-
plicants for positions as teachers are to be examined, and in regard to which 
county superintendents should be more exact. 
The school law of Wisconsin reads: "Every applicant for a situation' as 
teacher in any of the common schools of this state, shall be examined by the 
county superintendent of schools of his counly, in regard to moral character, 
learning, and ability to teach, and if found quali6ed, shall receive a certi6cate 
as hereinafter provided." . 
. The State Superintendent in commenting on the first point, moral character 
says: "A superintendent can infl~ct no ·greater. wrong upon a community 
than to license a man of immoral character as a teacher. * * * * A person 
who is habitually profane ought not to be permitted to enter a publ!c school 
as a teacher. Neither should a person receive a certi6cate of g •• d ",.ral 
ckaracter who is not truthful, temperate, orderly, honest, and prudent." 
So long as the county superintendent is dependent · upon the votes of the 
people for his political honors, he does not always 6nd it convenient to 611 
his ollice, supposing hi~ competent, to the best of his ability. If he ref~ 
a certificate to one who cheats at the ~xamination, who uses profane language, 
and who neglects to pay his honest bills, he will be sure to lose the vote of 
the applicant and the votes of others too at the next election. The applicant 
returns to his home, and in a few days he receives a certi6cate, stating that 
he has passed a satisfactory examination upon all points required by law. 
Let memory go back to childhood and youth, and call to mind those who 
were our early teachers, guides, and examples. Do we not see some who 
were wont to swear, to use tobacco, and to become intoxicated? Do we not 
see others whose whole soul seemed filled with a desire to lead us in the way 
of truth, to teach our youthful steps to avoid the pit, and to train our young 
mmds to think on things that make men noble and honored? 
Strange to say, each held a certificate of good moral character, not infre-
quently certi6ed and granted by the same superintendent or board of exam-
iners. . 
It is gratifying to know that those superintendents are not few who scru-
pulously perform their duties in every respect, according to law and to the 
best of their abilities. Their straight-forward course may in some instances 
be the cause of defeat at the next election, but they have ' gained strength 
among the sober, honest, and thoughtful members of society; and they have 
gained the con6dence of those teachers who love their work and who deserve 
the certificate of good moral character. W. H. TIBBAUs. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
(Complied from the Publishen' Weekly.] 
[Pu6lislurs mil)' uctlrt a,,: 4"1II1U1ICmu"t Df tluir flew iu6licatt""",, i" tAil flNti'), lid 
OJ' undi"g ("pies to the editD,.. It it aesira/J/t that a/lilt dt.rcrijtitJ" 11/ 1114 6tJDk"i". 
clJUJi"r prict, should a.cc"",jll"J' iI. MtWt exlttukd "(JUtes will hi Math 0/ nc iU 
;Dlltss merit. or ar, qi,i"tertlt ttl ttach,r,. 
..4 .. , 600r. """,,,I; .. tM, list ... ay 6",6ta; ... d 6y ro,..,..rdi-r tlu,r;c< 10 llu /1161101 •• 
Irs qfTua EDUCATIONAL WIlIlICLY.] 
ARCHER, T: Decisive events in history, 13.178 p. n. sq. 8vo cl. N. Y., Calsti, 
Peller b' Galj>.· •• (1879 .] • ".75 
. ~rief an~ plctures'l.uc descriptions ofsixte:en events in h,story. which changed the dcs~ 
times of nations : be~mntng With the battle or larathon andcnding with the restoration 
of thc German Empire For the &eneral reader and young studellt. . Index. 
LEYPOLDT. F : and Jon .. L. E . The American cat.log (of bo,ks in print and for 
sale on July I, 18761 v. I: authors and .titles: pt. 2: Edward!~Lennox. 200 p . .. to. $25 (for the . v comp ele.) N. Y., F . Leyjoldl. 1879. 
McSHERRY, R : Health and how to promote it. 1I.18S p. umo ct., N. Y.~. 
p/,tO,., 1879. ."'S 
.. "For the intelligent general reader: relates to aU matters ofhealtb, in IDeo and worneD 
~d i.n the hou~ehold ; suggestive rather than didactic, dealiu~ more in principles than' 
10 mmute details ; ~ropularly written and rrec from scientific technicalities: author, 
Pror. of Practice 0 Medicine, Univenity of Maryland, and President of Baltimore 
Academy of Medicine. 
SOLDAN; L: Grubc's melhod : two essays on elementary instruction in . arithmctic, 
n/~ !.R~t~~.t}i ~dd~'us~b~~ns for primary teachers. . ... p. avo ftu ., ClJieap, 30 
An outline and explanation of Grube's method of tcachinc elementary anthmetlc. 
WIEBE. Edward. The paradise of childhood : a manual for selr~instruction in Fried-
rich Frocbd's cducatiorial principles, and a practical euidc to kindergartnen; with 
14 plates of iI. New cd. a. p. sq. avo., cl., '2.; ·pap., '1.50. t. SjJ,.;".~jilld, MtUI., 
Ml/to" BradllY & Co. , 1879 .................. ................. ~ ............ ........................... ..... . 
New edi tion of standard work. ~ judio:i ously condensed without abridgment, maldn" 
&~~:~~sp~bWsh~-:{ A~~~~~~ef:~ore; also contains p41perentitled "Kindergarte~ culture •• 
A lccturtl dcliveredseveral years ago before New England teachers by the Bishop of 
central N. Y., pointing out thc unconscious educational influence a teacher posselles ' 
with valuable suuestions for teachers; contains also a list oiboob for teacben by th~ 
publishers. 
YONGE, Charlotte M. Young (olka" history of Germany. 414 p. 12mo. ct. BOlt., 
D . Lct/r;roj b' Co. (.879·] . '.50 
Be&inning with a hiltory of the mytholQiical heroes and their exploits. and comio& .. 
r:=~&~~ind::~!:::~i~~~~~ycar 1877. Adapted to~OUDg readen botli 
- -
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CHI,CAGO, MA Y I, 1879. 
THE STATES. 
IOWA.-The Council Bluffs Nonpa,.eil is 1D favor of compulsory education. 
The Davenport Gazelle believes in homes or schools for indigent children. 
Iowa already has one such "~ome." 
The annual address at the State University Commencement, June 16, will 
be delivered by Rev. H. W. Thomas, D . D., of Chicago. Miss Laura Ensign, 
of die State Normal School, will deliver the Master's Oration. 
There are over two hundred volumes in the Scott county teachers' library. 
It required nearly four thousand new readers to supply the Davenport 
sChools. Mr. Beckington superintended the exchange. 
Prin. L . A. Rose is president of the Scott County Library Association. 
The following item. has been going th~ rounds : "An organization has been 
perfected to establish the Methodist University of Iowa at Des Moines, to 
supply the place of the Simpson Centenary College, which will close on the 
26th." 
Mr. W. R. Smith, teacher of Natural Science in the Davenport high school, 
has resigned his position and bas taken up his abode in the new Eldorado- . 
Leadville. Success to him. -
Mrs. T. F. M. Curry, of the Davenport high school, will have an article on 
reform spelling in the IQwa Normal Montklv for May. Mrs. Curry is a 
clear thinker and some sound views on this subject may ~ expected. 
The Clinto'; He,.ald says so far only two candidates have been named as 
contestants for the Republican nomination of Superintendent of Public In. 
struction-Prof. von Ccelln, the present incumbent, and Prof. O. H. Baker, 
of Ibdianola. To these the He,.ald adds the name of Prof. Henry Sabin, of 
Clinton, and!lllYS i 
- "In PresentiDi Mr. Sabin for the Important POSItion of State Superintendent, we may be 
'permitted to lay without diapara,ement oC other candidates, that he ltand. in the front 
rank oCthe' educatlonal men of Iowa. He il a &raduatc of Amhertt college. Teaching has 
been his life work. For eight yean he has been the popular luperi ntcndcnt of our cIty 
school.J, which have been brought to the highest ltandard of cxceilence under his super-
vision. Duriog this period. he hu mingled with the teachen of the l tate,. tn theIr annual 
auoc::iaboDl, ana 10 favorably impressed them that he. was made their President in 1878. 
HII ina~cura1 address, in that capac.ity, woo golden opmions for its ablllty, its masterly 
Ityle and finish, and Ita eminently practical hints and luucstions. Indeed, so l atisfactory 
waa .hiJ administration oC the duties oC that polition that he was l olicited by teachers from 
all parts oCthe ltate to become a candidate Cor the Superintendency of Public Instruction. 
and it iJ mainly in answer to that call that hil name is now brOuKht before the public." 
Gen. Thos. H . Benton Jr. was born in Williamson county, Tenn., ·Sept. 5, \ 
1816 and was educated at Marion College, Mi&souri. In 1839, Gen: Benton 
removed to Dub"que where he taiiibt sCliool several year. . In May 1848 he 
entered upon the dutics of State Superintendent of schools. He was reo 
elected to that office and again tendered a nomination for a third term, which 
he declined. The highest tribute that can be offered to his memory is that ·he 
was faithful and industrions in the performance of the duties of the office and 
' that he, by .his intelligent work, laid the broad foundations of our noble com· 
mon school system. In 1858, un<ler the new constitution, he became Secre-
tary of the Board of Education=81 position for which he was eminently quali-<, 
fied. He was twice re4!lected to the Secretaryship of the Board. In 1863 he 
resigned his office to enter the army. His .gallantry and soldierly qualities 
on the field were no less meritorious than his iaithfulness to duty in civil sta-
tions. In 1866, Gen. Benton removed to Marshalltown where he engaged in 
ljIercantile punuits and for a num~r of years was President of the School 
Board 01 that city. "Pure in thought, pure in 1 fe," Ba~ the Marshall- RepuQ; 
_ .,n, from which these facts are gleaned, "honorable and honest in businCS!l, 
active and laborious in all good work, Benton's was a noble life, full of labor, 
of honor, and usefuln~ss." 
Seventeen out of .thirty·nine applicants for teachers' certificates succeeded 
at a recent examination in Charles City. 
The second session of the Normal School of Languages will be held at 
Iowa College. Grinnell. The session will begin July 8 and last six weeks. 
Five meetings will be held at Clear Lake, Iowa, this season-the State 
Teachers' Institute will meet the last of June; the Sunday School Assemblf 
of the Northwest, July IS; State Camp Meeting, Aug. 12; Musical Institute 
and Convention of the Nonhwest and Ministerial and Theological Institute of 
the Northwest, at dates to be announced hereafter. 
WISCONSIN.-The last monthly teachers' meeting at Waukesha was greatly 
enlivened by. a series of experiments performed with the air pump. Prin. A. 
A. Miller is an enthusiast in his work, and in presenting any subject he lias 
the rare gift of infusing a like interest in his hearers . . 
Mr. Morrison; principal of the 'South Side school at New London, has 
mysteriously and suddenly disappeared. The report says :-"It is his custom 
to go out for lr short hunt evenings after school, and nothing was thought 
about it when he started for the woods last Wednesday . . He did not return 
at the usual hour and his family became alarmed. Thursday dispatches were 
sent in every direction, but failed to reach him. To think that he has lied 
the country seems incredible, as he is highly reSpected, and has nothing to 
trouble him. Search is now being made for him. He is about 40 years old, 
and has a family." • 
The Whitewater correspondent of the Elkhorn Independent makes the fol. 
lowing remark concerning a recent visit to the public schools: "I was shown 
specimens of writing and free-hand drawing from all the rooms in the district. 
For the age of the students and the amount of ' practice, I don' t believe they 
can be surpassed. In fact, Prof. Johnson, of the Normal, says no school in 
the state can surpass this in fine drawing. Mr. Clark, who has been here 
eight years, is assisted by an excellent corps of teachers, some of whom have 
been associated with him several years." The logic of the above is, if you 
want good results from the investment in schools, make the teacher's position 
as permanent as possihle. This does not militate against the doctrine that all 
p,·og,.ess impHes ,jange. In school work the change and progress should 
come through thorough supervision, the adoption of improved methods, and -
the application of the permanent teacher's accumulating knowledge an.d skill. 
ILLINols.-Dr. Gilchrist, of the Iowa State Normal School, spenf a few 
days last week inspecting the workings of the Illinois State Normal School. 
E. A. Gastman, of Decatur, also put in a day looking at the institution. Mr. 
G. has been reappoi.nted as member of the State Board. His health, which 
has been rather poor of late, is somewhat improved. 
The fourth annual session· of the Clay County Normal Institute'will be held 
at Louisville, commencing July 21, and continuing five weeks. 
The Louisville graded schools, under the able supervision 01 Prof. C. W. 
Mills, will close June 3. This is its first year as a graded school and Prof. 
Mills is entitled to a great deal of credit for the, success of the school. The 
schools at Xenia, 'Flora, Clay City, Ingraham; and Bible Grove are all in ex-
cellent condition. Clay county has a better corps of teachers than . ever be. 
fu~ ~~& 
The bills providing for compulsory attendance at school and for a series of 
atate text-books seem to stand some chance of passing. While we feel some 
degree of indifference respecting the first, we think the second the most un. 
fortunate piece of school legislation in 'which our law-makers . have ever in. 
d~lged. Have the gentlemen any just appreciation o);t1ie amount of labor 
involved in the preparation of a First Reader, the/ smallest book, probably, 
that will be required? The readiness with which our legislators undertaKe 
the preparation of a complete set of books would be amusing if it did not in. 
volve such an immense outlay of money, open so many avenues of corruption, 
and set the state \ n its corporate capacity against private enterprise. 
W. H . Chamberlin, of Ridge Farm, is taking it. post graduate course at the 
State Normal S~hool. He is cO!ltributing a series of interesting articles to 
the Daniii/le News on the Normal-School and its work. 
Supt. A. A. KraPe, of Stephenson county, announces a "normal drill" to 
be held this summer at Lena. The enrollment in the Lena schools the first 
day of this term was 366. M. George E. Knepper is principal. M. Knepper 
edits an educational page in the Lena Sta,., and does it well. Th~ StaT is 
the only paper in the county which contains such a department. . 
MrS. C. E. Larned, cOunty superintendent, has isSued an attractive circular 
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showing the premiums which are to be awarded at the county fair next Sep-
tember. One diploma is to be given for best general exhibit from ungraded 
schools and one for best from graded schools. Each of the other awards is 
the sum of two dollars. The work must be in her office by July I. Her "di-
reetions to teachers" are explicit. The paper is to be of uniform size, and if 
written o~ hoth sides must be' turned from side to side, like the leaf of a book, 
not from end to end. (This is specially provided for in the marginal rulings 
of the Comparative Examination Paper, 
MICHIGAN.- Tbe Board of Education of Kalamazoo have adopted a new 
. plan of school building and a modification of grading and a classification 
which promises well. Tbe new building is a very handsome and sigbtly one-
story bouse, the rooms so arranged as to afford the best facilities for 'teaching 
and recitation. 
W. L. Smitb, deputy superintendent of public instruction, has been elected 
a member of tbe board of education of the city of Lansing. 
MINNESOTA.-The public school enrollment in Winona reaches 1,276. Su-
periodent Shepard is moving to secure a reduction of the course of study 
from thirteen years to twelve; the study of local geography from six years to 
three, and the use of one text-book instead of two; also a change from four 
to three text-books in arithmetic, and the adoption of one uniform series in-
stead ~f the three now in use. 
H. C. Rankin, principal of the Cassopolis union school, is in dfficulty. A 
large petition for and a beavy remonstrance against his reemployment have 
been presented to the scbool board. Cbarges of ungentlemanly conduct have 
been preferred in sworn affidavits against him by tbe lady assistant teachers. 
The county auditor has completed the apportionment of the state school 
fnnd among 118 districts of Hennepin county, and the city of Minneapolis. 
The per eapita for the country districts is thirty-four cents from the state fund, 
and twenty-four cents from the liquor licens.es and justice court fines. There 
are 4,760 scholars in the county, making a total of $3,386.06. In the city the 
per eapita is but thirty-four cents, and the apportionment is $1,769.66, on 5,-
199 scholars. 
Olmsted county has ordered $3.579.64 worth of state school text-books dur-
in, the past year. being over $1,000 in excess of any other county in the 
state. 
At a recent meeting of the B6ard of Regents of the State University. the 
resignations of Profs. Laing and Peck were accepted. Some diflerences of 
opinion respecting tbe necessity and desirability of the course which led to 
the above step continues to exist among the Regents and Faculty, and a cor-
respondent of the Pioneer-Press quite sharply criticises tbe Regents for their 
action in the premises. To an outsider his criticisms seem to be in the main 
jnsi, and it would not be inappropriate for the Regents to make some response 
to his call for light, and explanatton of certain portions of tbe published re-
port of the proceedings of tbis meeting. A resolution was adopted author-
izine the executive committee to assign to professors and instructors such ter-
ritory in whicb to conduct examinations after commencement as may be . 
deemed advisable. It is to be the duty of these representatives of the Uni-
versity to examine all candidates for admission, in the schools of tbe state, in-
cluding those receiving aid under the law for the encouragement of higher 
education. and to give, as opportunity affords during their trips, lectures on 
higher education. Regent Burt's resolution providing the no relaxation 
of the rigor of examination for admission should be permitted by the facul-
ties, and ·that applicants should not be admitted beyond-a reasonable and cus-
tomary degree, and that the number of special students should not be increas_ 
ed without weighty and justifiable reasons, was adopted by the Board. 
Some of the boys at the Duluth high school who bad been running things 
to snit themselves under former teachers, were brought up with a round tum 
r~cently by Mr. Rupley, the present principal. There was an incipien~ re-
bellion, but he crushed it with a strong hand. After soundly whaling a few 
of the largest boys, they concluded that he was tbe school-master, and be-
came docile and obedient. Tbe Tribune says the public favor an incre~e of 
wages. 
Prin. J. R. Davis, of Rochester, writes: "Several teachers take THE EDU-
. CATIONAL WEEKLY and enjoy it. We have a reading elu~take ten differ-
ent educational papers and bave a reading room in our high school building 
It, works splendidly." . 
CALIFORNIA.-The Sehool and Home Journal says: "Every friend of 
the public schools should vote against the new Constitution; because, Fi,.s/-
It destroys public high schools, the only opportunity afforded. the poor and 
middle elMses to gi ve their. cbildren a respectable education. Seetmd-It crip-
ples the State University, and would soon convert it into a provincial academy. 
TIIird-It opens the way for the introduction of a vast horde of untrained 
arid incompetent teacbers to instruct our youtb. Fourth-It brings religion 
and politics into our scbools, inasmucb as it empowers local autbority to de-
termine who shall and who shall not teacb. Fifth-It greatly increases the 
cost of education, as it opens the way for the introduction of all sorts of new ' 
books,-with no power in the legislature to hinder or restrict. Sixth-It 
abolishes our uniform state course of study. Finally-It gives us in place 
of a school system in consonance with our aee, and fit for a free Anelo-Saxon 
people, the ill-devised anet reactionary system of semi-civilized Mexico." 
Plof. Steere,~ of tbe State University, bas been elected a corresponding 
member of tbe London ZoOlogical Society. Tbe Students' Leeture Associa-
tion bas cleared this year about $500. The Senior class has voted to have a 
seDlar reception at a tax of nine dollars per member. A pavilion will be 
erected, as bas been done for the past two years. Regent E. C. Walker, who 
has been ill for several montbs, is able to be out again. 
The following changes in teachers in the Detroit schools have been made: 
Mis. E . R. Cockroft, assistant in the Pitcber school, leave of "absence; Miss 
M. Tracy, assistant in Wasbington school, resigned; Miss Neltie Dean, 
transferred to the Pitcher school, vice Miss Cockroft; Miss Elizabeth J. Ellis 
appointed to the Pitcher and Houghton scbools, vice Miss Dean, transferred·; 
Miss Mary E. Aylward appointed to the Wasbington school, 'vice Miss Tracy, 
resigned. 
Tbe Legislature bas pa"ed a bill appropriating $40,000 for a fire-proof 
museum building at the University. 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Hon. C. A. Gower, in writing of 
Micbigan's present system of teachers' institutes, quotes the following as 
'sbowing, already, the beneficial results of this system as se~n in the counties 
in which institutes have been held :-uYear by year Teachers' Institutes are 
becoming more valuable as their legitimate work is better understood. They 
have become a powerful agency in educating teachers who bave no ' better 
way of obtaining normal instruction, and in educating public sentiment; and 
thousands of teachers every year go out from these discussions and instruc-
tions with clearer views of their respective duties; with a determination to 
do better service in tbe future, and witb a bigber inspiration for' their calling." 
Prof. J. R. Miller, for four years principal of tbe Mancbester schools, goes 
to Constantine next year. 
The city of Flint issued bonds to t~e amount of $109,000, in 1874, with 
wbicb to build a high scbool. They are paid in installments up to 1890, 
those running to 1884 carrying ten per cent interest, and those after that year 
eigbt per cent. Tbe Globe bas figured out when the debt is paid, principal 
and i~terest, that it will have cost the city $170,140. . 
During the fiscal year ending March 31, 1879, Flint received from the 
county treasurer· $1,220.50 primary school money, $103.74 school library 
money, and paid out on union school orders $28,866.08. 
Allegan has a school census of 724, and has enrolled this year in her pub-
lic schools 569 pupils. 
The Berrien County Journal says that the school property in Niles is val-
ued at only $8.825. 
The Vassar union school enrolls 290 pupils. Silas L. Wood is principal. 
NEW ENGLAND.-Tbe Boston Scbool Board has adopted a schem'e by 
wbich all scbool supplies are to be furnished to the pupils at cost, tbe same to 
be paid for by such parents and guardians as are able to pay. 
The II school-teacher;; in Peru, Mass., the past year, cost tbe town $613 
for wages. the males receiving $5 per week and females $4.75. , Fuel cost 
140, repairs $19, and the superintendent's pay was' $13. There are 102 chil-
dren of school age 10 the town, and the !,verage attendance 'was 62, and yet 
it is assarted tbat school teachers receive too large salaries, and' schools cost 
too much. 
O~JO.-The. Col~mbus Art School is an established 1 institutiol!, under , the 
auspIces and dIrectIOn of tbe Columbus Art Association. Prof. W. S. Good-
nough, Superintendent of Drawing in the Columbus public schools, i;; Direc-
tor. The school is organized for the purpose of providing good instruction 
in a wide' range of studies at as little expense ~ possible to students. 
P~NNSYLVA~IA.-We welcome to our exchange list The Teaeh~"r' Journal, 
pubhsbed at WIlkes-barre, by A. H_ Berlin and J\ C. Geyer. It is a neat 12-
page monthly, size and ~tyle of THE EDUCATIONAL WUKLY. Price, 75 
cents " year; • 
---- -~- -
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CHICAGO NOTES. 
Last Saturday the Chicago teachers received the balance of their pay for 
January. There is only three months' wages due them now. Now is the 
lime for life·insurance agents, suburban real· estate dealers, book· peddlers, and 
runners for European steam.ship lines to call around. Now, too, is the time 
for savings banks to send round their circulars, also the manufacturers of or· 
gans and pianos, and the proprietors of jewelry stores. Now, finally, is the 
time for lightning.r.:>d men to come on with their wares. Why should a teach· 
er need a lightning.rod? · you may ask. Why, to make her attractive, of 
course. 
Ald. Staub r, the Socialist alderman from the Fifteenth Ward, is, we un· 
derstand,' to be chairman of the committee on schools. This will be an ex-
cellen~ appointment. Mr. Stauber is a young man of high p~omise, whose 
whole soul is in the cause of public education. His speech on the appropri. 
ation bill added '70,000 to the fund for building new school·houses. No 
doubt" he will be equally liberal and enthusiastic in behalf of all our educa· 
tional departments and equally attentive to their several needs. 
We understand that Mr. Harriaon intends to appoint only the best men on 
the Board of Education: He certainlY 'will have no difficulty in finding five 
substantial, respectable Democrats, if he deems it advisable to make strictly 
partisan nominations. He will not appoint any small politician, who has 
vengeance to wreak or axes to gnnd. He will not appoint any man who 
comes in expressly to take off the. heads of the only Democratic schoolmas. 
ters in the schools. He will not appoint a homely man who would farm out 
principa1ships to .ladies who would condecend to call hini handsome:-
Mr. Carter will nominate only the best men-men who have the good of 
the schools at heart; therefore congratulations to Our Carter, his eagle, and 
the marine "band I 
By a motion of Mr. Stone's at th~ last meeting of the Board of Education, 
the salaries of teachers were increased absolutely four per .cent . . This is a 
more satisfactory solution of the salary question than that at first proposed, 
viII.: To appropriate monthly for the deficiency in salary on account of dis· 
count on scrip. In this, as in all other school matters, Mr. Stone's head is 
level, and his heart is in the right place. 
WHAT IS THE USE OF BOOKS AND EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS? 
To 1114 Editors of Ihe Wttkly: 
Brainard's Musical World says with reference to instruction in music: 
"The teacher must be the life·giving power of any book. The author 
gathers materials, arranges them properly, but the teacher must enliven the 
work. The book is a markel where food is " offered, but the teacher must se-
lect it and prepare it for his pupils. Many teachers, however, make the child 
merely study the book, to read the cold letter, without the explanations, etc. 
As w~ll might they set raw food before children and expect them to like it, 
and to thrive on it." 
These remarks not only apply to this parllcular branch 'of instruction, but 
also to the work done by every teacher, whatever he may be appointed to 
teach. 
Books are aids, and in these days competition has developed a series of very 
lively aids, but back of these must be the live teacher, capable of applying 
the suegesti"ons and caryingout the instructton indicated by the best books. 
We are tempted sometimes, in fact, to think the books are too good now-
a-days. It creates in some cases, at least, a mechanical sort of instruction, 
especially in lower grades, and in the common schools, also a sort of intellec-
tuallaziness that dulls the best faculties of the-teacher. The book is regard-
ed more as a servant that procures and prepares the food for the teacher, and 
puts it upon t)le table Defore him, so he has only to reach ont his hand and se· 
lect !he best, and most easily procured, not troubling himself as to the sources 
of ~nowledge, or mode of preseDting it to his pupils, as he considers the work 
has been done for;him. 
This has created a demand for what is called "practical work," which 
means simply ideas "cut and dried" all ready to present to the pupils. The 
educational journals are not "practical" if they only suggest, and do not at· 
tempt to prepare everything !'ready made;" they are of "no use" to the 
teacher, if every week or month they only present subjects for thought or dis-
cussion, witli a limited amount of somebody's practical school· room . work, 
for what is the ilse of taking a joUrnal if it does not do your work for you? 
It must be conlessed that education in its broadest sense is considered of 
little consequence, by some of the lady teachers atleast. 
Once when asking a lady teacher to subscribe for an educational journal, 
I was nonplussed by the reply that she would "rather have a new ribbon than 
all tile educational journals ever published." Another said, "Well, there'S 
no time to read it in school, and when once I get away from the school·room 
I like to forget that I am a teacher as soon as possible." 
What can be expected of such teachers? Indeed, 'what can be hoped for 
our schools so long as teaching is but a stepping.stone, either to matrimony 
or some more lucralive profusion? . When the tax ·payers begin to feel that 
it is necessary to expend as much on normal schools as on lnnatic asylums, 
schools for imbeciles, or our poor.houses, we may hope for a better class of _ 
teachers. When they begin to pay teachers something proportionate to what 
they might make in other professions, or in business, :then we may hope for 
greafl!r interest and permanancy in the profession. 
That our s~hools are no worse, the people have reason to feel is due to book 
publishers, who have spared no pains to present subjects in such attractive 
form, and with the matter in hand so fully presented, that even the dullest 
and laziest teacher can not entirely fail, as the pupil is able to gain knowledge 
for himself, and the teacher need only be a sort of watchdog to keep him at 
his work. 
The difference between live teaching and mechanical teaching produces 
different reS'Ults, however, and the educational journals have a work to do in 
developing the workers and scatterine the drones. 
AGGRIEVED. 
CHICAGO, II.L., April 23, 1879. 
SUGGESTIVE CORRESPONDENCE. 
The following "bit of correspondence" suggests that even postmasters may 
be re;ponsible for the non·appearance of your WEEKLY occasionally: 
NORTH PEMBROKE, N. Y., March 7, 1879. 
" To Ihe Editors of School Bulletin: 
DEAR SIRS :-Please let me know if you sent a copy of the February :1879) 
number of the School Bulletin, addressed to the Postmaster at North Pem-
broke, Genesee county, Postoffice. My number of the Bulldin for February 
has failed to reach me ; and while in the Postoffice, a day or two since, I found 
a copy of the Bul/din for Feb. 1879, which the Postmaster claims was sent 
to him, and he opened it and used it as his own. Now I have my doubts as 
to his honesty, and, particularly about this transaction. 
Please answer immediately. 
Your obedient servant, 
MARTIN BROWN. 
This letter was promptly forwarded to the Posmaster General by the pub-
lishers, from whom they received the following reply: 
POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT,} 
Office of the First Ass't Post'r Gen'1. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 13, 1879. 
GENTLEMEN :-In reply to your letter of the 10lh inst., I have to inform 
you that the matter of complaint, therein contained, has been placed ill the 
hands of a special Agent of this Department; and if, after investigation, it 
shall appear, conclusively, that the Postmaster, at North Pembroke,. has ap· " 
propriated to his own u~email matter addressed to another, i! will be consid-
erec;1 ample cause for his removal. 
Very respectfully, JAMES H. MARIt, 
For 1st Ass't P. M. Gen'l 
. Messrs. Davis, Bardeen & Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Department of Public Instruction, Siale of Kansas. Report of the State 
Superintendent for the school years ending July 31, 18n, and 1878. Allen 
B. Lemmon; Supt. " 
ColumbuJ Public Schools~ Annual ~eport of ;he B91rd of Education "ror 
the year ending August 31, 1878. R. W. Stevenson;' Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction. 
Newark Public Schools. Biennial Report of the Superintendent, for the 
school years ending August 31, 18n and 1878. 'Newark, Ohio, J. C Hartz-
ler, Superintendent. 
Free Schools of Monongalia County, W. Va. Third Annual Catalogue, 
1877-78, embracing Report of A. L. Wade, County Supenntendent, and a 
report (rom every school in the county. Price 10 cents. Morgantown, W. 
Va. 
Public Schools of Rhode Island. - Ninth· Annual Report of the Board of 
Education, together with the Thirty fourth Annual Report of the Commis· 
sioner of Public Schools, January, "1879. Thomas B. Stockwell, Commis. 
sioner of Public. Schools. 
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TO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The experience of the publisher, of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEK-
LY has demonstrated the fact that there is a very large army of 
teacher, in the Wesf who cannot afford to pay the subscription 
price of the WEEKLY. Their salaries are too small and uncer-
, tain, and they are reluctan tiy compdledtosub3cribe for a cheaper 
journal. In view of this fact we have devised a scheme by 
which we may meet the wants of such teachers, and furnish them 
what we believe will be tlu best as well as thl! chl!apesteducational 
monthly in the world. We have already supplied a large num-
ber of teachers in Wisconsin by this means, and are now ready 
to do the same for teachers in Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minne-
sota, Indiana~ Nebraska, and any .othr r state 'Vhich will give us 
500 ·subscribers. The plan is as follow:; : From each issue of 
the WEEKLY we shall select the best articles and the state news, 
and set all aside till the first of the month, when several state 
editions will be printed, differing only in the matter of state 
news. Each edition will contain two or more pages under the 
direct management of the state editor, and the department of 
home news will be full and complete. In this way the teachers 
in each state may obtain the cream of the WEEKLY at only fifty 
cents a year. 
We desire to learn as soon as possible for which states we shall 
publish such state editions, and county superintendents are re-
spectfully requested to forward us orders, without the money, 
for such teachers as desire to subscribe. Payment will be ex-
pected after the receipt of the first number. We purpose hav-
ing the July number ready the latter part of June, and before 
that date we hope to receive at least soo orders from each of the 
Northwestern states. Remember, the price will be" only fifty 
centsaYl!ar, for twi!lve (monthly) issues of the WEEKLY, same 
size and style as the regular edition. Let us have the names at 
once. THE PUBLISHERS. 
WHAT IS THOUGHT OF THE PROJECT. 
A f\!w expressions of opinion have been gathered from recent 
ietters received, which indicate the general favor with which the 
above project is received among those best qualified to judge of 
its advisabHity. " 
Supt. Crouch, of Macoupin county, Ill., writes: "If you issue 
a monthly, I shall endeavor to get it into the hands of every 
teacher in the county." How many other Illinois superintend-
ents wiil do the same? 
Supt. John Brady, of Fillmore county, Minn., writes: "It 
would take but little effort to get five hundred subscribers in 
Minnesota. I can furnish you 'a hundred~ for a good monthly." 
Sup~H . A. Gladding, Sherman county, Neb.: "The monthly 
edition will be a good thing. Will bring it before my teachers. " 
Supt. Betsey M. Clapp, St. Croix county, Wis: "If it is what 
it. promises, it will furnish an excellent paper so cheap that ali 
can have it." . 
Supt. Geo. W. Smith, Clay county, Ill.: "Think it just the 
thing for the great mass of teachers." 
WHAT IS SAID OF THE WEEKLY. 
I do not know how a teacher can do without it; neither do I know of any 
educational journal that could take its place.-[Supt. John Highy, Grundy 
county, Ill. ' 
The authority on educational matters in the entire Northwest.-[W. Va. 
Journal of Education. 
I have the pleasure of perusing several educational journals, but I like 
none so well as the WEEKLy.-[J. N. Grayson, Decatur, Ia. 
Your excellent journal is received each week, and read wi\h much inter~t. 
I scarcely ever received a number without gaining some good practical hint 
that is in some way a help in my sChool.room.-[Mrs. A. M. Evans, Hiawa. 
tha, Kan . 
I like the WEEKLY very much, and would not like to be without it even 
did I no~ act in the caplcity of teacher.-[W. D . P. L')wry, Davenport, Ia. 
Many of our prominent teachers hereabout could weil afford to take a 
weekly edu;ationll journ,l, and they will find this one to be the best.-[Supt. 
Fred. B. Isham, Walworth county, Wis. 
I did not know the value of the WEEKLY until I commenced taking it.:.... 
[W. J. Sawyer, East Saginaw, Mich. 
I am delighted with the WEEKLY.-Supt; A. R. Sabin, Lake county, Ill. 
I take no other pl per of which I think so much as the WEEKLY. It is de-
voted to the interests of the public schools of our great state. I hope to place 
it in the hands of many more teacher. in this county.-[Supt. F. W; Cro~ch, 
Macoupin county, Ill. 
I like the WEEKLY and could not well do without it.-[J. W. Fleming, Pa· 
ola, Kan. 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, published at Chicago, Ill., by S. R. Winchell; 
is abfy edited, sound in theory, filled with practical hints, u.eful discussion., 
and general informltion, an1 is clear and tasteful in typography. It is the ' 
kind of public~tion needed to advance the good cause, and should be in the 
hands of every teacher and advanced scholar. The views taken in it are 
broad, comprehensive, and impartial, and the repurt of current events pertain-
ing to its peculiar province is condensed and interesting. The subscription 
is $2.50 per annum, and w~ know of n') b!tter inve;tment for any looking to 
the progress of education.-[Tunkhannock Republican, Pa. 
The WE\>KLY, good before, has manifestly improved of late.-[The Alli-
ance, Chicago . 
I think the WEEKLY improves . I like it.-[Ruth Hoppin, Ypsilanti, Mich. 
I read it with profit and preserve it carefully for reference.-[Supt. B. Mallon, 
Atlanta, Ga. " 
I can illy afford to do without its wise counsels.-{Miss S. Blackburn, Sup!. 
Benton County, Ia. 
I very much like the tone and general ~ttitude of the WEEKLy.-[Prin. 
A. R. Sprague, Evansville, Wis. . 
I find the WEEKLY to be a great stimulant in teaching.-[F. H. Bauer-
meister, Grant Park, Ill. . 
I take the--, the--, and the WEEKLY, and I have found the most and 
best reading in the WEEKLY. I would not do wilhout it as long as I teach 
school, for twice the subscription.-[I. S. Smith, Osceola, la. 
I consider it the m~st valuable of all educational journals that I receive. 
There is scarcely ~ number but is worth a year's subscription.-[Prin. R . B. 
Spitler, Hays City, Kan. 
Weare highly pleased with THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, as it is filled witl1 
information which the live teacher cannot do without.-[J. G. Talbert; 
Prestonshurg, Ky. 
I am convinced that it is the best educational paper that I have ever exam~ 
ined. I shall use my influence to extend Its circulation among the teachers of 
this county.-[Supt. A. M. Gillespie, Curry County, Oregon. 
I think it is one of the very best conducted, ifnot the best.-[Commissioner 
Lauren G. Thomas, Schuyler County, N. Y. 
I prize the WEEKLY very highly and do not wish it discontinued.-[E. C, 
Smith, Dixon, lll. 
I like the WEEKLY. We welcome it as an old expe6enced ' friend. 'It 
often helps us through the knotty difficulties of the tichoolroom.-[P. M. , 
James, Amboy, Ill. 
Scores of others write as follows : 
"I look for ihe WEEKLY every Friday as for a friend." * * * "I have 
read the WEEKLY with interest and profit and shall.not go without it." * "* * 
"I am well pleased with your journal, and cann~t do without it, as long as I 
teach, at least." * * * "It is an excellent paper, and I 'cannot see how teach-
ers can lose some of its contents. . I only regret that I am unable to sul:iscribe 
for several years in advance." * * * "I should 1I0t be able to get on without 
Ye BDDR D/ Jeremia"." 
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Getting Warm, Summit e( lilt. Washington. 
. . . . . . . 
Brearley's third annual excursion tOUf from Detroit to the 
WHITE MOUNTAINS AND SEA SHORE will leave 
Detrott in time for Teachers who desire to attend the Na-
tional Am~rican Institute of Instruction which will be held 
:f:hNi~~~~e:alb~ti.:tk/oZi;i~,oTbl~~~Ji~la!l~ R~~~j: 
of the St. Lawrence, Montreal, and ~ebcc, and includes 
I~;, ~~aS~:1br;'St~D~t;!f~Mf~h~ar'ic us to W. H. B:ce;r. 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS ot the WUKLV will be furnished or ten cents each until the supply Is exhausted. 
.If notice is lent us of a miSSing number immediately on 
receipt of the "ext number, we will mail it frec. Alway. 
a:ive the "wmber of the paper, not the date. 
In ordering a change in the address of your paf«:r, always 
gIVe the posloffice apd stale ('rDm which you wish the ad-
dress changed. 
Bound volume (or 18n, Hal( Morocco, with gilt stamp, 
can be tia~ (or '5.00. Covers alone, 15 cents. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (SO Nos.), .3.00. If paId in advance,,, SO. 
Six months (liS Nos.), 1.15. If ff I.SO. 
Three months ( .• NOl.) .9". .15 
In clubs o( five, 1 year, 2.SO. 2 .25. 
"" len" 2 .2 S. " H 2.00. 
Each State Edition (monthly), so cents a year in advance. 
S1n1r1e copie8 (or sale at Smith'. Book and New. 
1Itore, 122 De .... born St., C111caJo. 
d!~el!bet~hV~hr l~~i~ s~:v"J :~~e~~~:~1:r~ti ':~n~es:~~ 
on account o( subl~riptions. 
Remittances 5hould be sent by reglstered letter, draft. or 
pOJj:~~; l~o:Aa:kdC~ .. ~kr.abl; l~)' S~D~; !';I=;~:!;; ~p~~; 
('Dr ·cDII .. ctlon. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per Hne, agate m~ure, 1 0 cents each insertion. When a 
lDi~~bti!~:Cn~jD~~~~t'::~~,':; ;::l~ : N::: Special Notices 
al~g~ed~~:::~~~,;:~h~~d,'liD:.r°~:hth! WO::K:~~ ~t~~hra~: 
published (or local cIrculation in the various states. 
Special rates (or twelve, six, and three months' contracts, 
Orders from strangers must be paid monthly in advance. 
Address all communications to 
- S. R. WINCHELL & CO. Publishers, 
8. Ashland Block, cor. Clark and RaDdolph SIS'f Chlcaao, II. 
-For subscribers wh~ ~ilI return No. 109 to the 
publishers, in good condition, we will extend their 
subscription one week. Send right away, as we 
have not a copy left, and wish to respond to several 
calls. 
'-Last year W. H. Brearley, of Detroit, Mich., 
took a large excursion party to- the White Moun-
tains. The trip is to he repeated early in July this 
year, as will be seen from his advertisement on 
this page. This answers several of our corres· 
pondents who have inquired about exCursion rates 
to the meeting of the American Institute this sum· 
mer. 
-The old sport of archery has of late years been 
revived in ' this country, and in many parts it is 
taking the place of the once popular croquet. A 
new patent .gun, which is said to be serviceable 
also for shooting bulletS, is tbat advertised by Mr. 
John Wilkinson. Mr. Wilkinson is a prominent 
.. and wealthy merchant and his goods are all first 
class. The "~get gull" will afford bealthy amuse· 
ment for both yo~ng and old. Hi.S !,~w t:alalogue 
-of scroll saws, lathes, archery, base ball, etc., 
will be of good service to purchasers. 
-The third session of Dr. A. Fleischmann's 
"German Snmmer School" will be held at Cazeno-
via, beginninlf July 8. The inslluction is given 
according to the "natural method," and is espeCial. 
ly suitable for such as wish to become teachers. ' 
Conversation, with special drill in pronunciation, 
will be the main feature of the school, and the first 
part of Gretbe's Faust wi1l be read and explained. 
Until July 8, address Dr. Fleischmann at Toledo, 
Ohio. 
-By a novel application of his machinery for 
making steel pens, Mr. Joseph Gillott, of Birm-
ingham, England, has introduced a new series of 
pens, which It is claimed excel in temper, quality 
of material, and cheapness of price. His school 
pens are made with fine, medium, and broad points, 
to suit the various kinds of writing taught in 
schools. These pens are sold by all stationers and 
booksellers. Henry Hoe, 91 John street, New 
York, is the onl.Y agent in this country, and all 
wholesale dealers are supplied 1lY'him. 
Consumption 0u1'ed. 
in ~~ ~~n~:~~c~~n~~j~lr~~fs~~~~~ h:hv~nfo~~~l~I~Je~ 
(!~P~~:::~ta~~n:eB~~~c~i~i~~e C~:~t,a'1sfh~~n~~d cU~i 
Throat aDd L!ng Affc!ctions, also a positive and rad ical cure 
(pr NervoUi Debility and all Nervous Complaints, after 
having tested its wonderful curative powers in thousands o( 
cases, has felt it his duty to make it known to his suffering 
fellows. Actuated by lhls motive and a desire to relieve hu-
man suffering, I will send free of charge to all who deSIre it, 
this recipe.l.. with (u11 directions (or preparing and using. in 
German, ,r'rench. or English. Sent by mail by addressing 
with stampl.. na ming this paper, W. W. SHBRAR, 149 Pow. 
er;s' Block, Kochester. :N. Y. e-G-w, ccr 
CLARK {y MA YNARD, NEW YORK, Publish 
Anderson's Histories\, and Hillorieal Readers ; 
~~~~,~op~:J.w c":~~s~~tlea and Algebra ; 
Read and. Kellogg's Graded Leasons In English, and Higher 
LBuons In English; 
Hutchison's Physiology and Hygiene ; 
Henderson'. Teat-Word. in EngUsh Orthography, etc., etc. 
]. D. WILLIAMS, AgI. , (cll) T. T. BAILEY, Agt., 
46 Madison ?t., Chlcago. 23 Franklin,st. , Boston. 
SCHOOL )IOTTOES. 
THIRTY MOTTOES AND THE LORD'S PRAYER. 
Twelve Cards printed on both sides. Choice Extracts as 
Sub-Mottoes. 
{b:eb~f~~;;dl~~pi;~::~aB~::d~n-C1t~1:.s:I~~O~nd 
Green. The best book ink used. Black type, bold and at-
tractive. The mOlt deslrable set yet ic;sued. 
Address S. R. WINCHELL & CO. , Chicago. 
MENEELY & COMPANY, 
Bell Founders, Wu ( Troy, N. Y. 
FI(ty 'years established. CHUKCH BaLLS and CHIMES; 
ACADBMV, FACTORY BaLLS, etc. Imp ' oved PATENT MOUNT-
INGS. Catalogues (ree. No agencies. 
A Purely Vegetable Remedy 
Th.e Safest, EasIest and Best 
eve~ discovered for 
KIDNEY COMPLAINTS, 
PILES, CRAVEL, 
CONSTl PATION, 
LUMBACO, 
RHEUMATISM, 
DIABETES. 
(I WONDERFUL DISOOVERY) 
A pnrely vegetable compound, not doctored with 
polsononsllqnors, being dry-a gentle cathartic and 
effective tonlc-sure to elfectnally cure Bomeoftho 
most common and painful diseases that bRme med-
Icnl skill Those who have been cured when nil 
other means Cailed,justly Bay: "It is the greateBt 
bles.lng oCtile age." "I bellcve I should not now 
be nIIve but Cor it." Physlciansinregnlarpmctice 
Bay: "!tworks like a charm and etrect! vely." 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 
tTlr tbp KIDNEY WORT cannot.othenrile be J"Mdlly obt.aJrwd ·'V~L~lrub.~l(~dCO~,~::l.o~;~j~.d~:'-: 
TO I~TEREST YOUR PUPILS. 
w~~:~bj!C~ i:-:;:i~~~~tti~~e~c~~~!i:shi~ lfin~in'; ~~~k al:o~i 
the curious things there 'are in the world. It exercises a 
profound mfluence upon them; it wakes them up to think 
a nd study (or themselves ; it encourages self-education. It 
will prove an incentive wlthout an equaL Don"t fail to send 
(or this paper i(loU want to wake your pupils up, and have 
them stay wake up. Send So cents for a year if you must, 
send 10 cents (or three numbers-but nD pDstal eQ:,.," . 
(teachers, don't live away' your work nor ask us to gtv~ 
away ours.) E. L. KELLOGG & Co., 
tf 17 Warren Street,N. Y. 
Teachers will do their pupils, their schools. and them: 
~kR~W~c~~i~~ by securing clubs for the above paper. 
/lOr When w1'iUn(J to advertisel'lI, 
please say you saw their adve1'tise-
ment in the •• Weekly." 
THOMPSON'S SUMMER SCHOOL OF 
DRAWING & PENMANSHIR 
The l'ourlh Annual :-es!:lion will be he ld at tbe Art Rooms o( Purdue Universily beginning Monday 'july 1 1879 and contin~ing four weeks. Whether you wish to attend or not, send (or Circulars giving terms courses of study and oth~r in .. 
(ormatton: cee Address . L. S. THOMPSON, La Fayette, Ind. 
It. ESTERBROOK " CO.'S 
STEEL PENS 
Especially adapted for Schools and Busiriess purposes. .. The most 
popular Pens in use," Unsurpassed in quality, and of Genuine American 
lIrIa.nuf8.cture. For Sale by all Dealers. . 
WAR~I:I0USE~ 26 JOH,N STREET, NEW YO~K. 
8amJ>le Cbrd, contcHm"f1 6 P ...... , sent bll MaU for 10 0mW. 
